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The 5 Step Guide to Dominating Your Niche 

 

Sites that rank on page 1 of Google receive 92% of all search engine traffic giving them a huge advantage 

over everyone else.  

By ranking on page 1 of Google you will receive more traffic that will equate to more customers and 

increase your money earning potential. 

In this guide I will be sharing 5 simple steps that will help you secure a page 1 Google ranking for ANY 

Keyword in ANY niche... 

..Then I will show you how to accomplish the 5 steps without spending much time or money. 
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Step 1 – Uncover  

The first step of the process is to choose a keyword. 

For this part, I will assume you have already selected the main keyword you want to rank for. 

If not you can use Niche Genetics to help you quickly identify niches and keywords that are WIDE open.  

Now we need to search Google for it. 

In Google I like to look at the following areas  

 Related keywords – To see what else Google is associating with our keyword 

 Shopping results –  To see what type of products are being sold if any  

 Google AdWords – To see if companies are bidding for sponsored Ad placements  

 Competing sites (Quotes &  allintitle)–  To see how many sites are optimizing for this keyword 

Google only provides some basic information about the keyword…So In order to properly uncover our 

niche and to fully understand the type of topics that surround it, I like to look at the following areas too:  

 Yahoo Answers – For finding common questions  

 How To Sites – For finding common “How To” subjects  

 Google suggest – For getting suggestions from google  

And by doing this we will know: 

 what topics/keywords Google relates with our keyword  

 what type of products are being sold for our keyword, If any 

 If websites are bidding for AdWords sponsored placements for our keyword 

 Common questions, “how to” topics, and suggestions provided by Google. 

Having such information helps you understand the nuts and bolts to what drives your niche. 

 

 

 

Now let’s move onto step 2 
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Step 2 – Analyse  

In this step of the process, we will analyse Google’s top 10 ranking sites, something also known as 

reverse engineering.  

The reason we analyse the top 10 ranking sites is because that’s our true competition. 

Remember: page 1 of Google gets 92% of all search engine traffic, so that is where we need to be.  

And because there are only 10 positions on page 1, we will only analyse the top 10 sites.  

We analyse the sites for a number of reasons 

1. To see exactly how they optimize to rank 

2. To see what Google looks for when ranking sites 

3. To see exactly how difficult/easy it will be to rank 

4. To be able to do exactly the same and rank our own sites 

1. How Sites optimize For a Top Google Ranking 

When wanting to analyse how sites are optimizing to rank then we need to look at 2 core areas. 

1- Onsite optimization factors 

2- Offsite optimization factors 

 Here’s some of the things I like to look at when analysing onsite factors  

 Is the keyword used in the title, URL or heading tag  

 The internal linking structure for the site  

 The type of anchor text used to link to internal and external pages 

 And finally the keyword theme of the site - Is the whole site about the niche or only selected 

pages 

And when checking offsite factors then I find the following to be the most trusted metrics to check. 

 MajesticSEO – I like to check the trust flow and the number of backlinks to each site 

 Moz.com – I like to check the Domain Authority and Page Authority for each site  

 Social Signals & Domain Age – I also like to know how long a site has been around for and the 

type of social popularity they have  

By analysing all 10 sites that are ranking, you will be able to: 

 Quickly gauge how easy or difficult it will be to rank in Google,  

 See exactly how the top 10 sites are optimizing onsite to rank 

 See exactly how the top 10 sites are optimizing offsite to rank 

And then you will be in a position to know exactly what’s needed for google to rank your own site. 

 

Now let’s move onto step 3 
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Step 3 – Discover 

In this step we will discover new ranking opportunities to target.  

Using the keywords and data we got from step 1, it’s now time to add them to the Google keyword 

planner to find out if any of them are worth targeting.  

We will be looking for keywords that have good monthly searches associated with them, buyer intent 

and solid CPC’s. 

A word on ranking In Google 

When trying to rank in Google, it becomes much easier to rank when targeting many areas of the niche 

as opposed to just the one or two keywords. 

When targeting 1 or 2 keywords only, you could find yourself stuck for topics to write about and could 

end up with a shallow site - something that Google looks down on. 

Targeting multiple topics surrounding your niche allows you to rank for multiple keywords and shows 

Google you are an authority in that niche.  

It also makes sure your site is grouped together and highly relevant for your keyword topics. 

Working with the Google Keyword Planner – (Categories) 

When I’m on the Google keyword planner I like to look at the “add group ideas” to see how google is 

grouping keywords together– It’s usually very easy to spot some very good categories that can be used 

on your site. 
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Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) & Google 

Google is very intelligent and groups words together into clusters. The more words out of a cluster you 

use then the better the chances are to be seen as the most relevant site and rank. 

Here is an example of LSI at work  

A website that talks about “Bing, Excel, Word and Powerpoint” can find themselves ranking for the word 

“Microsoft” even if they don’t mention the word “Microsoft” on their site 

Here is another example  

A website that talks about “Iphones, Ipads and Mac book pros” can find themselves ranking for the word 

“Apple” even if they don’t mention the word “Apple” on their site 

Google is much more intelligent than it once was and doesn’t require you to blast the keyword you’re 

trying to rank for all over your pages, this might have worked some years ago but no longer works today. 

It’s very important you optimize each page using LSI terms and to try and target those grouped words 

and clusters. 

If you have enough LSI words mentioned on your site then you’re sending the perfect signals that 

Google needs to rank your site and you will never be spamming a single keyword all over the place. 

 

 

Image shows LSI terms for the keyword SEO 

 

How to Find LSI Terms 

The best way to find LSI terms is by analysing the text on the top 10 ranking sites for the keyword you’re 

trying to rank for. We want to find words that are commonly used by the top 10 sites. 
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How To Find LSI Terms Continued…. 

The easiest way to do this manually would be to visit each of the 10 sites, copy the text from each one 

and then paste it all into 1 document.  

Then head over to http://tagcrowd.com/ and enter the text from the document. 

Tag crowd will now show an image providing words that are used the most and how often they are 

being used. It only shows single words and not keyword phrases.. 

 

Image of Tagcrowd after pasting text form top 10 sites ranking for keyword SEO 

 

Up until now we have  

1. Identified new keyword ranking opportunities that we can target 

2. Analysed the top 10 ranking sites to know how they optimize both onsite and off 

3. Found LSI keywords and terms that build up the theme of our keyword 

4. And we know exactly what type of competition we are up against 

 

 

Now let’s move onto step 4 
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Step 4 – Rank  

In this step we will be optimizing our sites based on our findings from the previous steps. 

This will allow us to optimize our sites knowing that they are ready for a top google ranking, leaving 

nothing to guesswork or chance. 

By now we already know the type of competition we are up against, and how our competition is 

optimizing to rank so well.  

Now we need to do exactly the same but add a few twists of our own. 

When optimizing your own site’s and working with your competitors data, its important to pay close 

attention to the following 

 How our competitors are using titles and other meta data 

 How and what headings are being used 

 The internal/external linking structure and the anchor text being used

 

Image of spreadsheet showing headings, titles etc of top ranking sites 

 

Image showing metrics of top ranking domains 
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Step 4 – Rank Continued….. 

When you have such information in front of you neatly organized, it’s easy to be able to optimize your 

website knowing that your site is ready to hit page 1. 

Now all you need to do is work on your offsite optimization and wait for the rankings to role in. 

When working on creating backlinks for your site then be sure to focus on quality and relevancy. 

Tip: Sites such as moz.com and majesticseo.com allow you to reverse engineer your competitor’s 

backlink profiles. By using such a service you will be able to identify potential linking opportunities  

 

Now it’s time to move onto the final step. 

 

 

Step 5 – Profit 

This is where you reap the rewards from all your hard work.  

I’m assuming you already know how the traffic will turn into profits for you so I won’t got into these 

points.  

Either you are earning by selling your own products, as an affiliate or some other way.   

That’s really all there is to it in a condensed step by step formula that will help you dominate your niche 

no matter what the keyword. 

1. Uncover  

2. Analyse 

3. Discover 

4. Rank  

5. Profit 

Follow these 5 steps for every niche you target and you will always be able to rank. 

 

What To Do from here? 

You now have 3 options. 

Option 1 

Follow the steps yourself and start to dominate your niche. 

Option 2 

Hire a virtual assistant to perform the steps for you (feel free to pass a copy of this guide to them  ) 
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Option 3 AND the Most Favourable One 

If you’re anything like me then you’re always looking for ways to be as productive as possible while 

saving time & money. And that’s exactly what you get with this option. 

A brand new web based service has just been released that will automate all the steps needed to 

maximize on search engine traffic and to dominate any niche, 

This includes being able to automate all the steps noted in this guide PLUS much more.. 

The system and mechanics have taken months to build and it’s going to be a huge time saver. More 

importantly, it will give you the edge over any competitor to take over niches. 

Its 100% web based so it will work on any computer, tablet or mobile device.  

Click Here To See A Demo of Niche Genetics For now, all I know is that on the 30th of June there’s going 

to be huge savings to be made and if you’re serious about search engine traffic, like me, then this is 

something you’re not going to want to miss.  

Your Marketing Sensei,  

Joshua Zamora  

P.S. If you’d like to see my review video of Niche Genetics, you can do so here.  
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